The model for p(S obs | T obs , J, T inf , L, D, θ, D obs , T end , X) is based on the probability distri-4 bution of the number of substitutions between sequences during the evolutionary durations 5 separating the sequences. Here we derive this probability distribution.
6
The evolutionary duration ∆ between two sequences is the sum of time intervals com-7 puted along the transmission tree. For sequences with four modalities per site (a, c, t, 8 g), we assume a constant probability of 1/3 for each possible mutation. We suppose that 9 mutations at one position appear randomly and independently in time, so that the number 10 of mutations during a time interval ∆ is a Poisson distribution with intensity m∆. Let P ∆
11
be the probability that, at position x, the value at time ∆ is the same as the value at time 12 0. Then, taking into account the Jukes-Cantor's correction,
13
P ∆+d∆ = P ∆ P (no mutation between ∆ and ∆ + d∆) + (1 − P ∆ )P (one mutation between ∆ and ∆ + d∆ going back to the original value) = P ∆ (1 − md∆) + (1 − P ∆ )md∆ If a mutation appears, it is uniform between all possible new values, so the probability to 15 observe a given value different from the value at ∆ = 0 is 1−P ∆ 3 . Therefore, the conditional 16 distribution of the number of differences between two sequences given ∆ is:
Conditional distribution of observed genetic sequences for a simple tree
19
For the simple transmission tree drawn in Fig. S1 , Eq. (3) in the main text becomes:
where S k , S i and S l are genetic sequences transmitted at times T For the simple transmission tree drawn in Fig. S1 , 
Substitutes for the conditional distribution of observed genetic sequences
31
We tested two expressions of the conditional distribution of observed genetic sequences
The expression which led to the best reconstruction of the transmission tree is given in given the sequence S obs J(i) of the source of i:
Distributions of locations X and culling times T end for simulations
37
For the 20-premise simulations, locations of premises centroids were independently and uni- day for all premises in all simulations.
44

MCMC algorithm
45
We built a Monte Carlo Markov Chain to assess the posterior distribution
With the simplifications made in section "Model Construction", the posterior distri-47 bution can be written:
In the following, premise indices are reordered at each MCMC iteration such that they are chosen to satisfy the following timing constraints:
When possible, D i was fixed at D obs i . Arbitrary starting values leading to a finite value of 54 the posterior probability p(J, T inf , L, D, θ | data) were used for parameters α and β. 
61
Proposal distributions. In the following, the star * is used to denote proposed values.
62
In order to update J(i), the proposal distribution q i (J * | J) is different in the case of the 63 first infected premise i = 1, from the other premises i > 1:
64
• the first infected premise i = 1 is permuted with the second infected premise i = 2
65
(if several premises are infected at time T inf 2 , one of these premises is randomly and 66 uniformly selected). In order to maintain the consistency of the transmission tree,
67
we permuted T 1 and T 2 , L 1 and L 2 , and modified D 1 and D 2 to satisfy the equation
70
• for i > 1, a candidate value J * (i) for J(i) was drawn uniformly among possible source 71 premises satisfying constraints (5). All premises infected by i remain infected by i.
72
The proposal distribution q i (T inf * | T inf ) for infection time T :
76
In order to maintain the consistency of the transmission tree, latency duration L i was 77 modified to satisfy the equation to maintain the consistency of the transmission tree, latency durations L i were modified to 82 satisfy the equation
The proposal distributions q(α * | α) and q(β * | β) for parameter vectors α = (α 1 , α 2 ) and 84 β = (β 1 , β 2 ) were chosen as bivariate log-normal distributions:
with Σ α = ( 1 0 0 1 ) and Σ β = ( 1 0 0 1 ).
86
Acceptance probabilities
87
At each iteration of the algorithm, variables were sequentially updated with the following 88 acceptance probabilities. The proposal distribution for J(1) is symmetric. Thus, the proposed vector of values
is accepted with probability:
93
The proposal distribution for J(i), i > 1, is symmetric. Thus, the proposed value J * (i)
94
where J * is equal to J except that J(i) is replaced by J * (i).
96
The proposed vector of values (T inf * i , L * i ) is accepted with probability:
98
The proposed vector of values (D * i , L * i ) is accepted with probability:
100
The proposed vector of values α * is accepted with probability:
The proposed vector of values β * is accepted with probability:
Performance of the estimation algorithm
103
Using the series of simulations for 20 premises described in the main text, we assessed the eter (2α 2 ), the latency mean (β 1 ) and the latency standard deviation (β 2 ). We considered the 107 coverages of the true values by the 95%-credibility intervals, listed in Table S1 . The coverage The analysis of Ref.
[3] indicated that two of these 15 premises (A, N) were infected from 115 a second source outwith our sample. In order to maintain the assumption of a single intro-
116
duction required by our model, we initally applied our inference scheme on the 13 remaining 117 premises. We inferred that premise B acted as a "hub" of the outbreak, infecting 7 premises 118 (see Fig. S8 ), in contrast with Cottam et al. [3] , where the role of the hub was assigned to 119 premise K, which was inferred as a source for B. The sequences collected on the premises 120 infected by the hub are indeed closer to K than to B thus genetic data support K as the hub. Finally, we notice that the posterior probabilities for the mean latency duration and the 160 mean transmission distance (Fig. S17 ) have a similar shape to those obtained for the 20 161 premise simulation (Fig. 2) , but their width is much smaller. In the case of the mean latency 162 duration, the true value of this parameter is not contained in the 95% confidence interval of the 163 corresponding posterior distribution. This is probably due to the "extreme" character of the 164 epidemics, as described above. However, given the small width of this posterior distribution, 
